Suppl. Figure 1 – Mean pupil response to light stimuli presented at increasing light intensities in three central visual field test points under mesopic background conditions. Mean pupil response to red (A, C, E) and blue (B, D, F) light stimuli measured in fourteen subjects in central visual field test points CTS (A, B), CNI (C,D) and CTI (E, F). Black bars denote the 1 second stimulus presentation. The inserts indicate the stimulus location.
Suppl. Figure 2 – Mean pupil responses to light stimuli presented at increasing light intensities in four peripheral visual field test points under mesopic background conditions. Mean pupil response to red (A, C, E, G) and blue (B, D, F, H) light stimuli measured in fourteen subjects in peripheral visual field test points PNS (A, B), PTS (C, D), PNI (E, F) and PTI (G, H). Black bars denote the 1 second stimulus presentation. The inserts indicate the stimulus location.